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### 01 2F ROOM B1

**Global Migrations since 1500: towards a new comparative method**

Leo LUCASSEN

Jelle van LOTTUM———The difficulty of categorising global migrations: some European evidence

Patrick MANNING———Globalising Migration History and World Historical Study of Migration

Jan LUCASSEN and Leo LUCASSEN

Comparing human mobility in time and space: The Cross-Cultural Migration method

Kaoru SUGIHARA———Asia in the World Trade and Migration Statistics in the Long Nineteenth Century

### 01 2F ROOM B2

**Cliometric Perspectives to the Study of World Wars**

Antoine PARENT, Price FISHBACK, Jari ELORANTA

Antoine PARENT———(1) Morts pour la France: Do demographic factors alone explain the regional disparities of the Great War? with Jean-Pascal Guironnet

Jari ELORANTA———(2) Mobilization Paths for the UK, USA, Germany, and Russia Prior to and During the First World War, with Pavel Olsinsky, Matthias Blum and Lon Strauss.

Mary COX———(3) The Economic History of Aid after Wartime: Inequality in Vienna and the First World War

Olivier GUILLOT———(4) A microeconometric analysis of deaths of French soldiers during the Great War with Antoine Parent

Nicolas OVTRACHT———(5) The French troop allocation logic at the front at the beginning of WW1 with Jesus Gonzalez-Feliu and Antoine Parent

Price FISHBACK———(6) The Impact of World War II on the Demand for Female Workers in Manufacturing with Dina Shatnawi

Hugh ROCKOFF———(7) Capitalizing Patriotism: The Liberty Loans of World War I

Piotr STANEK———(8) Consensus under Pressure: What Drrove Dissent inside the FOMC during WWII? with Etienne Farvaque and Antoine Parent

Jonas SCHERNER———(9) Getting ready for the next blockade. Nazi Germany’s metal policy and the lessons from World War I

Discusants: Jari ELORANTA, Mary COX, Olivier GUILLOT, Price FISHBACK, Hugh ROCKOFF, Jonas SCHERNER, Piotr STANEK

### 03 1F ROOM C1

**Formation of Logistics Clusters in the Age of Global Trade Expansion: The Cases in Asia from the 19th to the 20th Century**

Tomoko SHIROYAMA, Ei MURAKAMI

Ei MURAKAMI———Introduction of the Session

Atsushi KOBAYASHI———Trade Growth and International Banks in Singapore, c.1820s-1913

Keng We KOH———Ports, Infrastructure, and Power in the Malay World: Contextualizing the Rise of 19th-century Singapore as a Regional and Global Logistics Cluster

Sundar VADLAMUDI———Servicing an Entrepôt: Tamil Muslims and Shipping Services in Penang, 19th-20th Centuries

Chi Cheung CHOI———The port and the hub: Building of Shantou treaty port and the Teochew trading network in the late Qing and early Republican period

Koichiro HARA———The Role of Calcutta in Opium Export, c.1870-1910

Michihiro OGAWA———The Development of the Port City ‘Bombay’ after the opening of the Great Indian Peninsula Railway in 1853

Tomoko SHIROYAMA———Theoretical Implications of the Cases in the Session

Discusants: Robert BICKERS, Roy Bin WONG
SEMINARS
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04 1F ROOM C2

Reassessing the Role of Management in the Golden Age: An International Comparison of Public Sector Managers, 1945-1975
Daniela FELISINI, Franco AMATORI, Nuria PUIG RAPOSO

- Daniela FELISINI: Introductive remarks.
- Shinji FUKUKAWA: The role of MITI: testimonial from the experience of a senior manager. Interview by Franco Amatori (Bocconi University) and Corrado Molteni (Italian Embassy in Japan and University of Milan).
- Franco AMATORI: Two lives both parallel and divergent: Pasquale Saraceno and Giorgio Fuà.

Discussants: Matthias KIPPING, Luciano SEGRETO

05 1F ROOM F

Privileges and economic development from the 16th to the 19th century: a comparative approach (Europe-Asia)
corine MAITTE, Chuan-hui MAU

- Corine MAITTE: Introduction
- Dominique MARGAIRAZ: Revisiting Economic Privileges in Western Europe (France, Italy, England, Holy Roman Empire), 16th-19th c. beyond National History.
- Guillaume GARNER: Revisiting Economic Privileges in Western Europe (France, Italy, England, Holy Roman Empire), 16th-19th c. beyond National History.
- Anne CONCHON: State and Economics through Privileges (France, 17th-18th centuries)
- Pauline LEMAIGREGAFFIER: State and Economics through Privileges (France, 17th-18th centuries)
- Isabelle BREYTHAUSER: Patents and exclusivity in 17th century England: was invention at stake?
- Yohann GUFFROY: Patents and exclusivity in 17th century England: was invention at stake?
- Francesco AMMANNATI: Economic Privileges in Early Modern Italy: Trades, Actors, Chronologies (16th-18th centuries)
- Andrea CARACAUSSI: Economic Privileges in Early Modern Italy: Trades, Actors, Chronologies (16th-18th centuries)
- Beatrice ZUCCAMICHELOTTO: Economic Privileges in Early Modern Italy: Trades, Actors, Chronologies (16th-18th centuries)
- Cihan ARTUNC: The Political Economy of Selling Legal Privileges in the 18th century Ottoman Empire
- Chuan-hui MAU: Privilege for maritime trade at Canton in Qing China (1644-1911)
- Asuka IMAIZUMI: Introduction of Modern Industrial Property Regulation and its Reception: Forms of Privileges in 19th-Century Japan

Discussant: Marco BELFANTI
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06  1F ROOM G

Mercantilism and Cameralism – New Approaches and Reconfigurations, Lessons for Development, Explanations for Divergence?
Philipp Robinson ROESSNER, Toshiaki TAMAKI

Georg CHRIST: Economic Reason of State in Ibn Khaldûn’s Muqaddimah and the fiscal transformations under the early Circassian Mamluks
Carl WENNERLIND: Restoring Atlantis: The Swedish Improvement Culture during the Age of Greatness
Toshiaki TAMAKI: Mercantilism as State Policy and Merchant Activities of International Merchants: A proposal from Global Perspective
Mehmet BULUT: The Economic Policies of the Ottomans and Western Europeans during the Mercantilist Ages
Barak YAIR: CAMERALISM: A HISTORIOGRAPHY THAT REFUSES TO BE SONDERWEG - THE CAMERALISM AS A HISTORIOGRAPHICAL PUZZLE
Francesco BOLDIZZONI: The Legacy of Cameralism

Discussant: Patrick-Karl O’BRIEN

07  1F ROOM H

The Nature and Diversity of Business in Africa.
Grietjie VERHOEF, Chibuike UCHE

Tetshuiko TAKAI: Transformations of Francophone business networks in colonial Africa.
John Ngoy KAILENGA: The development of the copper industry in the Katanga Region from the colonial era to the independent Congo.
Chibuike UCHE: The Rise of Nigerian Multinational Banks
Kofi Tayi ASANTE: ‘Colluding nationalism’ versus ‘Conflictual nationalism’: Gold Coast Merchants and the Making of the Colonial State, 1850-1950
Adriana CASTAGNOLI: The path of diversity in entrepreneurship: African women entrepreneurs in Italy.

Discussant: Dmitri V D BERSSELAAR

08  2F ROOM I

Cores and peripheries in national capital markets: exploring the role of regional stock exchanges, 19th-20th c
Stefano BATTILOSSI, Carsten BURHOP, Angelo RIVA

Peter WARDLEY: Bank shares and the genesis of stock exchanges in the English and Welsh provinces (co-authors: Victoria Barnes and Lucy Newton)
Meeghan ROGERS: A national capital market? The rise and decline of the UK’s provincial stock markets, 1869-1929 (co-authors: Gareth Campbell and John Turner)
Carsten BURHOP: The Berlin stock exchange and the geography of German stock markets in 1913 (co-author: Sybille Lehmann)
Angelo RIVA: The Lyon stock exchange: a struggle for survival 1866-1914 (co-author: Jérémy Ducros)
Pilar NOGUES-MARCO: The making of a territorial currency. Spatial transaction costs and money market integration in Spain 1825-1874 (co-author: Alfonso Herranz)
Ronan LYONS: Long-run patterns and shifts in wealth: insights from Irish equities, 1825-1939 (co-authors: Richard Grossman, Masami Imai, Kevin O’Rourke)
Rita MARTINS SOUSA: The Lisbon stock exchange during the first era of financial globalization, 1870-1913 (co-authors: Amelia Branco and Pedro Neves)
Free Banking systems, diversity in financial and economic growth
Anders ÖGREN, Masato SHIZUME, Carlos Andrés ALVAREZ

Productivity, efficiency and measures of technological progress
Rajabrata BANERJEE, Paul Richard SHARP, Martin SHANAHAN

Latin American Economic Growth in the long run (19th and 20th centuries)
Sandra KUNTZ-FICKER, Anna CARRERAS

Social networks and the industrialization of Antioquia
Bruno Gabriel WITZEL

Industrialization in Colombia
Sergio ESPUELAS

Colonial Mestizaje and its Consequences for Human Capital and Early Twentieth Century Regional São Paulo, Brazil (1840-1920-2010)
España IRINA

Immigration and the Path-Dependency of Education: German Immigrants, Human Capital and Development in Education and ethnic diversity in Bolivia, 1950-2010: the long-term effects of the 1952 Revolution
Ilya VOSKOBOYNIKOV

The economic contribution of exports during the first globalization: How to measure it? A proposal after the Del Panamá colombiano al Panamá republicano 1856-1940
Herman de JONG

Cooperatives organizations in Latin America economic growth: the case of Brazil
Sigismundo BIALOSKORSKI

The economic contribution of exports during the first globalization: How to measure it? A proposal after the case of Mexico
Salomón KALMANOVITZ

Education and ethnic diversity in Bolivia, 1950-2010: the long-term effects of the 1952 Revolution
Felipe VALENCIA

Immigration and the Path-Dependency of Education: German Immigrants, Human Capital and Development in São Paulo, Brazil (1840-2010)
Sigismundo BIALOSKORSKI

Colonial Mestizaje and its Consequences for Human Capital and Early Twentieth Century Regional Industrialization in Colombia
Ilya VOSKOBOYNIKOV

Social networks and the industrialization of Antioquia
Javier MEJÍA-CUBILLOS

The productivity race in the Southern Cone of Latin America (1910-50): new evidence for the effect of trade costs on trade margins.
Miguel MARTIN-RETORTI

The Dynamics of Agricultural Production Growth in the Second Half of the Twentieth Century: Is there a Latin American Pattern?
Sandra KUNTZ-FICKER

Cristián DUCOING

The economic contribution of exports during the first globalization: How to measure it? A proposal after the case of Mexico
Salomón KALMANOVITZ

The role of productivity and technological change in measures of sustainable development: Some results for Britain, the USA and Germany, 1870-2011
Rajabrata BANERJEE

The diffusion of Newcomen engines, 1706-73: the determining factors
Ilya VOSKOBOYNIKOV

Accounting for Russia’s growth in 1961-2012
Harilaos KITSIKOPOULOS

Using postal data to measure the efficiency of government service provision, 1886-1937
Paul SHARP

Telephone Service Uniform Service, Uniform Productivity? Regional Efficiency of the Imperial German Postal, Telegraph &
Florian PLOECKL

The role of productivity and technological change in measures of sustainable development: Some results for Britain, the USA and Germany, 1870-2011
Rajabrata BANERJEE

The Role of the Bangkok agency of the HSBC in Southeast Asia before 1913
Harilaos KITSIKOPOULOS
At the origins of consumer credit: pawn-brokering in pre-industrial and developing societies. Economic concerns and moral connotations
Mauro CARBONI, MariaGiuseppina MUZZARELLI, Shunji OGURO

Mauro CARBONI ——— The civic model of Italian public pawnshops. An ethical approach to consumer credit.
Paola AVALONE ——— Consumer and production credit in the Kingdom of Naples. The Monti di pietà (pawnshops) and the Monti frumentari (wheat brokers) between assistance and credit (16th-19th centuries)
Donatella STRANGIO ——— Pawn-brokering economic concerns and moral connotations in Rome (16th-19th centuries)
Federico CANNELLONI ——— The daily running of the Lombards’ casane in the Burgundian Low Countries (1453): social relevance of an underestimated activity
Myriam GRELSAMMER ——— Revisiting the issue of Christian money-lenders’ (Lombards) exclusion and their subsequent replacement by Monts-de-Piété in the Southern Low Countries
Christos DESYLLAS ——— Consumer credit and economic strategies of a moral banking institution
Montserrat CARBONELL ——— Gender, pawn-brokering and grassroot economies in Southern Europe. Barcelona, 18th-19th centuries
Marie FRANCOIS ——— Moral economy and pawning in Mexico City
Sofia MURHEM ——— Pawning for the poor or the poorest? Pawning in Sweden (1880-1950) - first part
Göran ULVÄNG ——— Pawning for the poor or the poorest? Pawning in Sweden (1880-1950) - second part
Naoko NISHIMOTO ——— Pawnbroker as a theft-watcher: Shichiya in early modern Osaka (first part)
Shunji OGURO ——— Pawnbroker as theft watcher: Shichiya in early modern Osaka (second part)

Discussant: Beverly LEMIRE

Women’s work: female labour force participation and earning possibilities in the past

Jacob Louis WEISDORF, Alexandra DE PLEIJT

Markus BRUECKNER ——— Effects of Agricultural Productivity Shocks on Female Labor Supply: Evidence from the Boll Weevil Plague in the US South
Elise van Nederveen MEERKERK ——— Between bare bone necessity and respectability: household income in the Netherlands and the Netherlands Indies, ca. 1850-1940
Faustine PERRIN ——— French Female Wages and the Long Run of History
Sofia LING ——— The Swedish Gender and Work Project: Approach and main results
Jessica RICHTER ——— Making a living in the household – Transformations and practices of domestic service (Austria, ca. 1900-1938)
Kathryn GARY ——— Women’s relative wages in pre-industrial Europe: Evidence from Scandinavia
Jose Joaquin Garcia GOMEZ ——— Women at work during the Spanish industrialization: Alcoy (1836-1936)
Inger JONSSON ——— Female labor force participation in early 19th century Sweden: regional and sector variations in earning possibilities
Xuesheng YOU ——— Married women’s labour force participation in the context of household economy: evidence from the nineteenth century British Census Enumerators’ Books (CEBs)
Eric SCHNEIDER ——— Real Wages and the Working Household: Incorporating Children and Women’s Labour Participation into English Real Wages, 1750-1830
The modernization of China in the early twentieth century: institutional change and economic development
Se YAN, Noam YUCHTMAN, Xuejun ZHAO

Weipeng YUAN —— The Development Of Chinese Accounting and bookkeeping before 1850: Initial Insights from The Business Account books (1798-1850)
Rixu LAN —— Analysis on Dividend Structure in Modern China Banks
Guo FAN —— From “Shang” to “Shangwu” and “Shangye”: Evolution of the Concept of Economic Development in Modern China
Mingkong WEI —— Gender Inequality on People's Commune in Rural China
Fumin SUI —— Market Development, Non-agriculture Employment and Farmers choice: Evidence from Baoding Villages in the 1930s and 1940s
Xuejun ZHAO —— Credit Collateral Evolution and Rural Household Financing Predicament— on the Priority of Collateral System Construction in Rural Financial System Development
Se YAN —— Civil Exams and Social Mobility: Jinshi’s Exam Performances and Official Careers in Ming China (1368-1644)
Baomin DONG —— The Macroeconomics of the First Sino-Japanese War
Noam YUCHTMAN —— “Teaching to the Tests: An Economic Analysis of Educational Institutions in Late Imperial and Republican China”
Xule ZHANG —— How did Shanghai Gold Market Turn International in Modern Times
Jianying LI —— Economies of Scale, Size of Market and Industry Structure Based on the Comparison of Alkali Industry of China and Japan in Modern Times
Yu-Ping LEE —— Bombay and Shanghai under the Bloc Economy in Modern Times

Discussants: Debin MA, Yingwe HUANG, Yun QU, Wenhao YU
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**6F ROOM 664**

**reinsurance history from the middle XIXth to today**
Andre STRAUS, Leonardo CARUANA, Peter BORSCHIWARD, Andre STRAUS

Robin PEARSON —— Doing Reinsurance: from its origine to 1938
Takau YONEYAMA —— The impact of Reinsurance upon Marine and Fire Insurance Markets in Japan, 1890-1923: How the first mover and followers in marine and fire insurance business did build their organizational capabilities by making use of Reinsurance network
Yuri A. PETROV —— Sergey Witte and the international Insurance market, late 19th-early 20th Ctrs
Andre STRAUS —— The impact of the two world wars on the international reinsurance
Jeronia PONS PONS —— Reinsurance strategies in the Spanish Insurance market (1880-1940)
Mikael LONNBERG —— Organising Risk Management in Sweden: The Life Reinsurance Market
Christopher KOPPER —— From actuaries to scientific research. The evolution of risk assessments at the Munich Re
Leonardo CARUANA —— The development of Spanish Reinsurance since the second half of the XX century
Eleonora ROHLAND —— Insurance as adaptation? The development of the U.S. National Flood Insurance Program in the Wake of Hurricane Betsy, 1965

**6F ROOM 665**

**Reconstructing the National Income of the Former British Colonies: The Role of the “Blue Books” and Other Sources**
Ichiro SUGIMOTO, Keen Meng CHOI, Alexander APOSTOLIDES

Alexander APOSTOLIDES —— How trustworthy is the information in the Colonial blue books and what could be used for National Account creation. A case study analysis of Malta and Cyprus
Tin Htoo NAING —— Constructing GDP estimates by the Output Approach: Malaya, 1900-1939
Ichiro SUGIMOTO —— The methodology employed for the construction of GDP and its Components in the Colony of Singapore, 1870-1900, Progress and Prospects
Morten JERVEN —— Economic Growth in British Africa, 1890-1960
Yoshihisa GODO —— The Role of Education in the Economic Catch-Up in East Asia
Pim DE ZWART —— Work for Wages: A Note on Labour and National Income from the Blue Books (with Bas van Leeuwen)
Keen Meng CHOI —— The Rise of a Staple Port: Real Wages and Living Standards in Singapore, 1870-1939 (with Ichiro Sugimoto)
PARALLEL SESSIONS
DAY 3 B 13:30-17:00 WEDNESDAY, 5 AUGUST

OVERVIEW

01 2F ROOM B1
Internationalization, Globalization, and their Effects on Taxation and Redistribution in OECD-nations since 1945
Gisela HUERLIMANN, W. Elliot BROWNLEE, Eisaku IDE

02 2F ROOM B2
Global well-being and economic development: perspectives from the Clio Infra project
Jan Luften VAN ZANDEN, Jutta BOLT

03 1F ROOM C1
The State and Economic Development in Colonial India
Bishnupriya GUPTA, Anand SWAMY

04 1F ROOM C2
DIVERSITY IN THE EVOLUTION OF BIG BUSINESS: BUSINESS GROUPS IN MATURE INDUSTRIAL ECONOMIES
Asli M. COLPAN, Takashi HIKINO

05 1F ROOM F
On Plural way for Educational Institutionalisation: Analysis to diversified modern Educational Systems for Business elites
Fumihiko IKIKAWA, Elisabeth Weinberger DE TOUCHET

06 1F ROOM G
Evolution in History: Applying Biological and Demographic Concepts to Explain Economic Decision Making in Global History
Charlotte STÖRMER, Tine DE MOOR, Anita H. BOELE

07 1F ROOM H
The Great Depression and Macroeconomic Policy in the 1930s
Andrew JALIL, Gisela RUA, Jonathan ROSE

08 2F ROOM I
Patents and Incentives for Innovation across Time and Space
Zorina KHAN, Naomi LAMOREAUX

09 2F ROOM J
RISK MANAGEMENT, INSURANCE AND ORGANISATIONAL CHOICE IN HISTORY
Robin PEARSON, Takau YONEYAMA

10 2F ROOM K
Business and the Development of the Twentieth Century Welfare State
Jeroen TOULVEN, Neil ROLLINGS, Dennie OUDE NIJHUIS

11 5F ROOM 501
Human capital formation compared: knowledge investments in different regions before and during the industrial revolutions
Annelies DE BIE, Bert DE MUNCK, Patrick WALLIS

12 5F ROOM 509
Welfare, inequality and standards of living compared: America, Europe and Asia, ca. 1500-2000
Julio C. DJENDEREDJIAN, Rafael Dobado GONZALEZ, Maria Ines MORAES, Daniel V. SANTILLI

13 5F ROOM 510
Small Things and Copy Culture in Global Economic History: From the Perspective of 19-20th Centuries East Asia
Kazuko FURUTA, Linda GROVE

14 5F ROOM 554
Regional GDPs in the periphery: a long run perspective
Marc BADIA-MIRO, Max-Stephan SCHULZE, Julio MARTINEZ, Henry WILLEBOLD

15 5F ROOM 555
Shibusawa Eiichi’s gambon capitalism (ethical capitalism) as a model for developing countries in future global perspectives
Geoffrey JONES, Takeo KIKKAWA, Janet HUNTER, Myungsoo KIM

16 6F ROOM 662
War and Economy. The consequences of wartime taxation, public debts and expenditure in the late medieval and early modern period
Marjolein ’t HART, Rafael TORRES SANCHEZ

17 6F ROOM 664
Pre-modern and Modern Energy Transitions.
Mathieu ARNOUX, Astrid KANDER

18 6F ROOM 665
Chinese Enterprises under the Socialist Economic System in Comparative Perspective
Jin KAJIMA, Robert OLIVER, Juanjuan PENG, Carles Brasó BROGGI
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01 2F ROOM B1

**Internationalization, Globalization, and their Effects on Taxation and Redistribution in OECD-nations since 1945**
Gisela HUERLIMANN, W. Elliot BROWNLEE, Eisaku IDE

- Gunnar LANTZ —— How They All Came to Love the VAT: General Consumption Taxes in Postwar Sweden
- Seiichiro MOZUMI —— The Emergence of Tax Expenditure and Tax Cut: Federal Income Tax Reform in the 1960s in the United States
- Eisaku IDE —— The Rise and Fall of the Construction State: Social Contract in Postwar Japan
- Mari OSAWA —— Japan’s Livelihood Security System Is Reverse-functioning: Focus on Progressivity of Tax and Social Security Scheme
- Gabriel ALONSO SANTANA —— Smaller State: Political-Economic Changes in Mexico between 1982 and 2013 and Their Impact on Income Distribution, Social Protection and a Fiscal Weak State
- Sara Tomregrosa HETLAND —— Political Transition and Fiscal Transition in Spain
- Gisela HUERLIMANN —— Swiss Worlds of Taxation: Tax Justice and Tax Competition in an International Context
- Joseph J. THORNDIKE —— New Deal Taxation and the Long 20th Century of Progressive Taxation
- W. Elliot BROWNLEE —— The Long-Swings in Fiscal Regimes in the U.S. from the New Deal to “Retro-liberalism”
- Isaac W. MARTIN —— Tax Protest in the Era of Globalization

02 2F ROOM B2

**Global well-being and economic development: perspectives from the Clio Infra project**
Jan Luiten VAN ZANDEN, Jutta BOLT

- Auke RIJPMA —— What can’t money buy? GDP and well-being since 1820
- Emanuele FELICE —— The misty grail: the search for a comprehensive measure of development and the reason of GDP primacy
- Brian A’HEARN —— Living Standards, Inequality and Poverty around the World, 1815-2015. A New Household Budget Approach
- Daniel Gallardo ALBARRAN —— Accounting for the Health Dimension in European Living Standards during the First Half of the 20th Century
- Ewout FRANKEMA —— Here has all the education gone; the free-fall of skill-premiums in Sub-Saharan African and Southern Asia in the long 20th century
- Faustine PERRIN —— On the Construction of a Historical Gender Gap Index. An Implementation on French Data.
- Dan HOYER —— The Deep Roots of the Modern World: Investigating Economic Growth and Political Stability through the Seshat: Global History Databank

03 1F ROOM C1

**The State and Economic Development in Colonial India**
Bishnupriya GUPTA, Anand SWAMY

- James FENSKE —— Colonialism, cotton and famine in India, 1858-1914
- Anand SWAMY —— TBA
- Dan BOGART —— The Growth Contribution of Colonial Indian Railways in Comparative Perspective
- Bishnupriya GUPTA —— The political economy of irrigation in colonial India
- Guilhem CASSAN —— Income concentration in British India, 1885-1922.
- Namrata KALA —— The long-run effects of colonial forest reserves in India
- Chinmay TUMBE —— The Growth of Cities in India, 1870-2010
- Lakshmi IYER —— Franchise Extensions and Long Run Political Outcomes : Evidence from India
- Prashant BHARADWAJ —— Displacement and Development: Long Run Consequences of the Partition of India
- Latika CHAUDHARY —— Human Capital and Development: Christian Missions to Luminosity in India

Discussant: Tirthankar ROY
### DIVERSITY IN THE EVOLUTION OF BIG BUSINESS: BUSINESS GROUPS IN MATURE INDUSTRIAL ECONOMIES

Asli M. COLPAN, Takashi HIKINO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Countries/Groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Asli M. COLPAN</td>
<td>The evolution and resilience of business groups in mature industrial economies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takashi HIKINO</td>
<td>Business groups in the United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simon VILLE</td>
<td>Business groups in Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youssef CASSIS</td>
<td>Business groups in France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea COLLI</td>
<td>Business groups in Italy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randall MORCK</td>
<td>Business groups in Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedro NEVES</td>
<td>Business groups in Portugal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harm SCHROTER</td>
<td>Business groups in Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alvaro Ferreira da SILVA</td>
<td>Business groups in Portugal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelangelo VASTA</td>
<td>Business groups in Italy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussants: Franco AMATORI, Tetsuji OKAZAKI

---

### On Plural way for Educational Institutionalisation: Analysis to diversified modern Educational Systems for Business elites

Fumihiko ICHIKAWA, Elisabeth Weinberger DE TOUCHET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Topics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fumihiko ICHIKAWA</td>
<td>Introduction- On Plural way for Educational Institutionalisation: Analysis to diversified modern Educational Systems for Business elites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorobu KAJIMOTO</td>
<td>Education and training of British railway engineers in the 19th century</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fumihiko ICHIKAWA</td>
<td>Transplanting School &amp; transforming lectures: Organisational process of higher commercial education in Modern Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elisabeth Weinberger DE TOUCHET</td>
<td>The Implementation of Navy Engineer Education by French Navy Officers at the Yokosuka Naval Dockyards in the 19th Century</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naoki KAWAMITSU</td>
<td>A Discussion concerning the Department of Commerce at Doshisha College</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sayuri INOUE</td>
<td>Multi-social functions of Polytechnic system in Singapore: Historical perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takehisa YAMADA</td>
<td>The Development of Higher Educational System at the faculty of Economics in Kyushu-district</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choji YAMAMOTO</td>
<td>The Development of Higher Educational System at the faculty of Economics in Kyushu-district</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussant: Holger R. BUNGCE

---

### Evolution in History: Applying Biological and Demographic Concepts to Explain Economic Decision Making in Global History

Charlotte STORMER, Tine DE MOOR, Anita H. BOELE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Topics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marc KLEMP</td>
<td>The Biocultural Origins of Human Capital Formation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah G. CARMICHAEL</td>
<td>Investing in Offspring: The Quantity-Quality Tradeoff from an Interdisciplinary Perspective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alan FERNIHUGH</td>
<td>The Child Quality-Quantity Trade-Off in a Historical Society: Evidence from a New Estimation Technique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corry GELLATLY</td>
<td>The Role of Household Wealth in Sex Selective Abortion and Premature Death of Females in India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa BROWN</td>
<td>Footbinding and Household Economy in Rural China: Anthropological and Evolutionary Perspectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anita H. BOELE</td>
<td>“Because Family and Friends Got Easily Weary of Taking Care” - A New Perspective in the Elderly Care Sector in Early Modern Holland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jörg BATEN</td>
<td>The Rise and Fall of Empires and Core Regions in a Biological Welfare Perspective (5000 BCE to 1900 CE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katharina MÜLHOFF</td>
<td>Future Lessons of Past Epidemics? How Disease Environments Shaped Health Strategies in 19th Century Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neil CUMMINS</td>
<td>The Political Economy of Dynastic Marriage, 800-1800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Great Depression and Macroeconomic Policy in the 1930s
Andrew JALIL, Gisela RUJA, Jonathan ROSE
Angela VOSSMEYER—Sample Selection and Treatment Effect Estimation of Lender of Last Resort Policies
Kris MITCHENER—Contagion of Fear
Jeremie COHEN-SETTON—The trilemma in a currency union: Evidence from the early years of the Federal Reserve System
Changkeun LEE—Employment Dynamics during the Great Depression: A Job-Perspective Analysis
Jonathan ROSE—The Resolution of a Systemically Important Insurance Company during the Great Depression
Stefan GISSLER—A margin call gone wrong: Credit, stock prices, and Germany’s Black Friday 1927
Christopher MEISSNER—Foreign Currency Debt, Devaluation, and Recovery from the Great Depression
Gisela RUJA—Inflation Expectations and the Recovery from the Great Depression in 1933: Evidence from the Narrative Record

Patents and Incentives for Innovation across Time and Space
Zorina KHAN, Naomi LAMOREAUX
Tom NICHOLAS—Patents and Prizes in the Search for Longitude
Zorina KHAN—Inventing Prizes: Innovation Awards and Technology Policy in Britain, France and the United States
Sean BOTTOMLEY—Securing the returns to invention: The English Patent System during the Industrial Revolution
Gabriel GALVEZ-BEHAR—Patents and the market for technology in the early 19th century France
Jochen STREB—The Berlin Stock Exchange in Imperial Germany – a Market for New Technology?
Shigeihiro NISHIMURA—Managing Inventions: What caused patent expansion during the 1920s and 1930s in Japan?
Yovanna PINEDA—The Role of Foreign Technology in Economic Development: Evidence from Patenting in Argentina, 1866-1914
Naomi LAMOREAUX—Patenting in the United States during the Second Industrial Revolution
Alessandro NUVOLOARI—The Geography of Inventive Activity in Italy, 1861-1913: Evidence from Patent Records
Keith MASKUS—Intellectual Property and Economic Development

RISK MANAGEMENT, INSURANCE AND ORGANISATIONAL CHOICE IN HISTORY
Robin PEARSON, Takau YONEYAMA
Lars-Fredrik ANDERSSON—Investment returns and portfolio composition in Swedish life insurance – an analysis of corporate forms
Hisaaki KAMIYA—Risk Management by Mitsubishi: From Self-Insurance to Captive Insurance.
Robin PEARSON—Escaping from the state? Historical paths to public and private insurance between the eighteenth and twentieth centuries
Monica J KENELEY—Selling the Message: How Mutual Insurers Built the Market for Life Insurance in Australia 1850-1940
Business and the Development of the Twentieth Century Welfare State

Jeroen TOUWEN, Neil ROLLINGS, Dennie OUDE NIJHUIS

Neil ROLLINGS—Organised Business and the Welfare State in Britain in the 1960s and 1970s
Jennifer KLEIN—The Business of Care: Employers, Labor, and Long-Term Care in the U.S. Welfare State
Dennie OUDE NIJHUIS—Business, Labor, and the Notion of the Social Wage in the United Kingdom and the Netherlands
Martin CHICK—Business and the Allocation of Resources to and within the National Health Service in the United Kingdom since 1951
Susanna FELLMAN—Tensions between the Private and the Public: the Employer, the Municipality and Welfare State Reforms in Finland, 1960s-1970s
Pierre EICHENBERGER—How did Employers’ Associations get involved in the Administration of Welfare Provision? The Swiss Experience between the 1930s and the 1960s
Jeroen TOUWEN—From Opponents to Participants. Employer Organizations in the Netherlands in the Twentieth Century

Human capital formation compared: knowledge investments in different regions before and during the industrial revolutions

Annelies DE BIE, Bert DE MUNCK, Patrick WALLIS

Annelies DE BIE—Aspirations in accounts. How to measure human capital expenditures in early modern guardians’ accounts
Irfan KOKDAS—More books, less children? Human capital formation in Ottoman Bursa 1460-1840 (co-authors: Hulya Canbakan and Fatma Pehl Tetiglay)
Beatrice ZUCCA M.—Professional destiny or vocation? Learning and training patterns in early modern Italy (Turin 18th-19th centuries)
Patrick WALLIS—Human capital before the industrial revolution: Institutions and the ‘decline’ of apprenticeship in eighteenth-century England
Karine VAN DER BEEK—Flexible supply of apprenticeship in the British Industrial Revolution (co-authors: Nadav Ben Zeev and Joel Mokyr)
Sakari SAARITS—Schooling, social inequality and intrahousehold allocation in early 20th-century Finland: Implications for gendered human capital accumulation (co-author: Antti Kaikhovara)
Ralph HIPPE—The long-run impact of human capital on innovation and economic growth in the regions of Europe (introduction)

Discussants: Bert DE MUNCK, Patrick WALLIS

Welfare, inequality and standards of living compared: America, Europe and Asia, ca. 1500-2000

Juli C. DJENDEREDJIAN, Rafael Dobado GONZALEZ, Maria Ines MORAES, Daniel V. SANTILLI

Miguel Calderón CHELIUS—Social mobility and the Mexican public policy. An income revenue and wages approach in the last 35 years. Co-authored with: Miguel Reyes Hernández, Humberto Morales Moreno
Rafael Dobado GONZALEZ—Pre-Independence Spanish Americans: Poor, Short and Unequal... or the opposite?
Maria Ines MORAES—Was there a fall in the standard of living in Latin America before independence? Prices, wages and standard of living in late colonial times at Montevideo. Co-authored with Florencia Thul
Andrés Calderón FERNÁNDEZ—’Barebone’ baskets vs. real consumer baskets in 18th century Mexico City
Amilcar E. CHALLÚ—New Indices of Prices and Real Wages and Prices in Mexico City, 1730-1930. Co-authored with Aurora Gómez-Galvarriato
Julio C. DJENDEREDJIAN—Salary earnings and family income. Some issues concerning salary elements, available currencies, debts and credit in pre-modern Rio de la Plata region, 1770-1830. Co-authored with Juan Luis Martin
Jorge D. GELMAN—A consumption basket of Buenos Aires, XIXth Century. The Bare Bone Basket and the Welfare Ratio. Co-authored with Daniël Santilli
Manuel González MARISCAL—La evolución de los precios y el nivel de vida en Sevilla durante los siglos XVI y XVII
Ricardo D. SALVATORE—Industrialization, Roads, and Uneven Biological Wellbeing: Regional Convergence of Stature in Argentina (1918-1953)

Discussants: Rafael Dobado GONZALEZ, Julio C. DJENDEREDJIAN, María I. MORAES, Daniel V. SANTILLI
**Small Things and Copy Culture in Global Economic History: From the Perspective of 19-20th Centuries East Asia**

Kazuko FURUTA, Linda GROVE


Linda GROVE___________Technology Transfer, Imitation and Local Production: The Soap Industry in Tianjin in the Early 20th Century

Kensuke HIRAI___________Assimilation and Industrialization: Demand for Soap in Colonial Taiwan

Kai Yiu CHAN___________Playing with ‘Alien Fire’ (Yanghuo): The Dilemma and Dynamics of Growth in Match-Manufacturing and Distribution in Late-Nineteenth and Early-Twentieth China

Masataka SETOBAYASHI_________Imitation, industrialization and quality in the candle market in China from the 1890s to the 1940s

Masayuki TANIMOTO________Bottom-up Industrialization in People’s Republic of China: The Case of Rural Small Goods Industries in Zhejiang

Discussants: Giorgio RIELLO, Takashi OISHI, Kaoru SUGIHARA

**Regional GDPs in the periphery: a long run perspective**

Marc BADIA-MIRÓ, Max-Stephan SCHULZE, Julio MARTINEZ, Henry WILLEBALD

Paul CARUANA_________Chinese Regions in the Great Divergence: Provincial GDP per capita, 1873-1918

Jean-Pascal BASSINO________Regional inequality in prewar Japan, 1874-1940

Joan Ramón ROSES_________Canadian Regional Inequality in the Long-run, 1880-2010

Julio MARTINEZ___________U-shaped regional income inequality in Uruguay along a century (1908-2008). Did the productive public policy contribute to an equalizing process?

Eustaquio REIS___________Long Run Perspectives on Regional Inequalities in Brazil, 1872-2000

Emanuele FELICE___________Regional GDP in Italy over the long-run (1871-2011): patterns and determinants

Carlo CICCARELLI_________Industrial growth and spatial spillovers in 19th century Italy

Leonard KUKIC___________Structural change, economic growth and regional income disparities: Yugoslavia, 1945-1990

Teresa SANCHIS___________Regional Inequality in France: The Dynamic Role of Structural Change, 1860-2010

Discussants: Patrick FRIDENSON, Melissa WILLIAMS, Joan R. Rosés and Alfonso Diez Minguela.

**Shibusawa Eiichi’s gappon capitalism (ethical capitalism) as a model for developing countries in future global perspectives**

Geoffrey JONES, Takeo KIKKAWA, Janet HUNTER, Myungsoo KIM

Geoffrey JONES_________Gappon-shugi in Global Perspective: Debating the Responsibility of Capitalism

Takeo KIKKAWA_________The Crisis of Capitalism and the Gappon-shugi of Shibusawa Eiichi

Ryutaro YAMAFUJI________Shibusawa’s Gappon-shugi from the viewpoints of the education of a business person

Myungsoo KIM___________Korean Views on Shibusawa Eiichi’s Gappon capitalism

Chen YU_________Chinese Views on Shibusawa Eiichi’s Gappon Capitalism

Discussants: Patrick FRIDENSON, Melissa WILLIAMS, Janet HUNTER, Masato KIMURA
**Parallel Session**

**DAY 3 B 13:30-17:00** WEDNESDAY, 5 AUGUST

---

### War and Economy. The consequences of wartime taxation, public debts and expenditure in the late medieval and early modern period

Marjolein 't Hart, Rafael Torres Sanchez

- Patrick O’Brien - War and long-term economic growth
- Agustin Gonzalez Enciso - War contracting and artillery production in eighteenth century Spain
- Pepijn Brandon - War profits and capital markets: Anglo-Dutch connections from the War of the Spanish Succession to the South Sea Bubble
- Farley Grubb - Colonial New Jersey’s Provincial Fiscal Policy, 1704-1775: Revenue Source, Uses, and Counterfactual Assessments
- Annemieke Romijn - Rhetoric and Economics: the Nobility’s Perceived Impact of Warfare and Taxations on Welfare - 1642-1655
- Sergio Solbes Ferrer - Introducing modifications of the supplying systems for the Spanish Army wardrobe in times of difficulties (1785-1808)
- Petr Vorel - The consequences of the Schmalkaldic War (1546-1547) in regard to the modification of the tax system in the Kingdom of Bohemia
- Rita Martinsde Sousa - (with Cristina Moreira): State administration and financial management of provisioning food for the Army, 1762-1815
- Cristina Moreira - (with Rita Martins de Sousa): State administration and financial management of provisioning food for the Army, 1762-1815
- Ivan Valdez-Bubnov - Involving the Elites: credit and public donations in the finance of naval shipbuilding, 1758-1798
- Kent Deng - War and economic growth in Northern Song China (c. 1000-1100)
- Zacarias Moutoukas - War, Political Actors and Institutional Change in a Colonial Economy: Buenos Aires and the Atlantic World, 1790-1815
- Joel Félix - French monetary policy in the War of the Spanish Succession: the experience of the billets de monnaie/money bills, 1701-1710
- Gordon Bannerman - The British state and military contracting in the eighteenth century
- Martin Wilcox - The naval supply system in Britain

Discussants: Patrick O’Brien, Rafael Torres Sanchez, Marjolein ‘t Hart

---

### Pre-modern and Modern Energy Transitions.

Mathieu Arnoux, Astrid Kander

- Harilaos Kitsikopoulos - The relative cost structures of steam vs other energy sources in the British economy, 1706-1773
- Ben Gales - Import dependence, vulnerability and energy transitions in the Netherlands, 1800-2012 (with Rick Hölsgens)
- Eunhye Kim - The part of renewable energy in the energy mix in 19th century Paris
- Hanaa Marwa - Electricity access and economic development in Africa
- John Murray - Convergence in labour productivity in European coal production, 1850-1900 (with Javier Silvestre)
- Hana Nielsen - The rise in energy consumption in Czechoslovakia and the role of foreign trade in a long-run perspective (1900-2000): The “Machine shop” hypothesis
- Sofia Enriques - The decline of energy intensity in Denmark: highlighting the role of energy efficiency

Discussant: Kander Astrid

---

### Chinese Enterprises under the Socialist Economic System in Comparative Perspective

Jun KaJima, Robert Oliver, Juanjuan Peng, Carles Brasó Broggi

- Carles Brasó Broggi - Red Compradores: The Socialist Transition and the Shanghai – Hong Kong Network
- Robert Oliver - What Chinese Silk Exports Can Teach Us about the Cold War
- Juanjuan Peng - From the Japanese Occupation to the Communist Liberation: the transformation of a Chinese textile manufacturer in the 1940s and 1950s
- Xiaocai Feng - The Constraint-induced property changes: “Assets Liquidation and Capital Valuation” and the campaign of ‘joint state-private ownership’ in 1950s China
- Jun KaJima - Chinese Enterprises under the Planned Economy: A Case Study of Cement Industry in Shanghai

Discussants: Pui-tak Lee, Shiho Matsumura, Toru Kubo